Creating a culture of biking by pushing more people to utilize the bike as a mean of transport through:

- Bike rental facilities all over Lebanon
- The bike sharing System
- Training students at schools
- Lectures and exhibitions
Support the creation of local groups to lobby and support the municipalities to create more sustainable routes for bikes in the region.
Creation and development of maps to support the notion of bike lanes.
Support local sports team in creating a nation of healthy citizens
Sponsor winning teams

• We sponsor athletes with special needs and support them to become champions
Lower the customs on bikes in order to make it affordable means of transportation.
Mega Events and Rides
Follow the Women Ride for Peace
Beirut - Damascus - Amman - Jerusalem
From 2001 till 2011
Cycle for Peace 2017 - The Tour

- A seven-day tour in Lebanon’s main cities
- October 2017
- 200 participating riders
- From the UK and 12 other EU countries
- 5 rides in 5 governorates
- Sight seeing
- Visit different refugees camps
- Meet different Lebanese women leaders
We collaborate through 13 different groups and NGOs in Lebanon focused on bikes.
Thank You.